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A HISTORY OF SCIENCE. By George Sarton. Cambridge, Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1952. 646 pp. $10.00.
George Sarton is, in many ways, a twentieth century example of the
Renaissance ideal of the "universal man." In our age of specialization it is
almost impossible to attach a conventional label to Dr. Sarton. He is a
scientist who received the degree of doctor of science in mathematics from
the University of Ghent; he is a novelist (La chaine d'or, 1909, written
under the pseudonym of Dominique de Bray); he is a linguist whose
knowledge of ancient and Eastern languages would put a Renaissance
humanist to shame; and, above all, he is a historian of science who has,
almost single-handed, raised this study from the status of a hobby among
scientists to a full-fledged and recognized scholarly discipline.
His activities in the history of science alone invite wonder from his
colleagues. He has been one of the most effective propagandists for this new
field in The history of science and the new humanism and a host of journal
articles. He founded (1912) and supported out of his own pocket, Isis, the
first journal devoted to the history of science, followed in later years by
two other journals, Osiris (1936) and Horus (1952). Finally, in the years
1927 to 1948, he produced his monumental Introduction to the history of
science, which lists and discusses all known persons who engaged in scien-
tific activity or speculation from the dawn of history to the end of the four-
teenth century. This work is to the historian of science what the Handbook
of chemistry and physics is to the physical scientist-an indispensable tool
but not a work which can be read to gain a comprehensive view of the field.
Professor Sarton has long realized the need for such a comprehensive
view, and his projected eight-volume history of science is intended to pro-
vide this. If the first volume on ancient science is representative of the
volumes to follow, then Professor Sarton will have succeeded admirably.
This is no narrow history of science reciting the names of scientists and
philosophers and their contributions to the history of thought. It is, rather,
a cultural history in which science occupies the central position. Thus Pro-
fessor Sarton has attempted to describe the civilizations of ancient Egypt,
Mesopotamia, and Greece, discussing not only their scientific work but the
place of science in these cultures and the action of other cultural forces on
the development of the sciences. Unfortunately, the attempt is not always
successful. The short sections on the political history of Egypt, Meso-
potamia, and even Greece are necessarily so brief that they contribute little
to the later sections on science. A graver fault, in the reviewer's opinion, is
the neglect of the influence of economic and social conditions on the growth
of science. This criticism applies particularly to Greece, which Professor
Sarton tends to see solely as a land of beauty and intellect disturbed by
unfortunate wars. But what of economic conditions? What of the social
classes? Did not the existence of an intellectual and social aristocracy with
few contacts with the manual arts have some influence on the speculative
and philosophical nature of Hellenic physical science?
But these, after all, are minor criticisms. Considering the scope of this
volume, one can only admire the competence with which it has been written.
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discussions show us George Sarton the scientist, and the whole book reflects
the profound humanism of George Sarton the scholar. This volume, and the
seven to follow, will give us a history of science which will be an essential
part of the library of the scientist, the historian, and the intelligent layman.
PEARCE WILLIAMS
THE APOLOGIE AND TREATISE OF AMBROISE PARE' CONTAINING THE
VOYAGES MADE INTO DIVERS PLACES, WITH MANY OF HIS WRITINGS
UPON SURGERY. Geoffrey Keynes, Ed. Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1952. xxv + 227 pp., 4 plates. $3.50.
Ambroise Pare was born the son of a French barber and received no
education before he entered the field of surgery other than an apprentice-
ship to a local barber-surgecn. By careful observation and much thought,
tinged with scepticism, about what he observed, he rose to the relatively
exalted position of Fellow of the College de St. Come and personal surgeon
to four successive French kings. Although he cannot be credited with being
the first to advocate the use of ligature, he is doubtless the one man respon-
sible for introducing the routine use of it in amputations, in place of cauter-
ization, for the control of hemorrhage. His Apologie and Treatise was
written in answer to an attack by IRtienne Gourmelon, Dean of the medical
faculty of the University of Paris and Professor of Surgery, which aimed to
discredit Pare and his methods. It gives us a picture of his personality as
well as of the medical and political world in which he lived and shows Pare
to be an interesting, sometimes engaging, writer who only occasionally
becomes tiresome by dwelling overlong on irrelevant details.
The translation used is that of the Thomas Johnson folio of 1634, which
is known to contain translational inaccuracies. One wishes Mr. Keynes had
provided a glossary with the text. This would certainly be useful for
the reader unfamiliar with sixteenth century anatomical and medical
terminology.
In any selective anthology there is bound to be some disagreement about
selections excluded, as well as those included. I would have been pleased to
find excerpts from Pare's description of the Plague, as well as some part of
his description of the podalic version.
The book is well indexed and contains an adequate review of Pare's life,
as well as a listing of his major publications. There are collotypes of four
contemporary portraits and a short bibliography. The paper and binding
are of moderately good quality.
Though this book leaves something to be desired as an academic con-
tribution, the works contained herein speak for themselves and require no
other justification for their inclusion in any collection of the history of
medicine.
J. M. Q.
DYNAMIC PSYCHIATRY. Franz Alexander and Helen Ross, Eds. Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1952. 578 pp. $10.
Somewhere in this book one of the contributors remarks: "Up to now
there has been no generally accepted, formal textbook of psychoanalytic
psychiatry . . . ," implying, perhaps, that the present volume will be that
textbook. Indeed, the prepublication rumors suggested that this would be
its function. Because there is such a clear need for a counterpart in modern
psychiatry of reliable texts in other fields such as Cecil's and Harrison's in